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Deb Dutcher, Health Coach and Corporate Wellness Consultant, tackles the Big Three --
Divorce, Depressive disorder and Denial -- and shows those folks over 50 that's not too late to
take back our health and pleasure. She teaches in regards to a new idea, "Mad-Body
Syndrome" a term she's coined to help her clients realize why they are by themselves "Mad-
Body Mountain". She felt depleted and lost, actually coming near suicide. Little by little, she
discovered the secrets to turning it around. Learn all of the tools and suggestions she applies
with her personal clients to get them back again to "Sexy, Lean and Strong Valley". Deb
identifies the three phases of the Mad-Body, and what must be done to log off the mountain.
She qualified as an Integrative Health Coach through the Institute for Integrative Nutrition,
learning how to dig deep in to the real causes of health problems, past just counting calorie
consumption or spending hours in the gym. After 20-plus years in a demanding high-tech
career, she lost everything -- a 30-year relationship, a son, her wellness, home and lifestyle. In
this book, she'll consider you through a trip down the "Mad-Body Mountain", back to Sexy,
Lean and Strong Valley. At 63, she is in the best shape of her life! Discover what is maintaining
your body mad and the pounds hanging on, and how exactly to remove it, permanently and
safely!
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Bleh-tell me something We don't know I felt this reserve really fell short-as a 51 year old Fitness
conscious Woman I thought this would give me extra motivation as you can do everything right
but hormones don't generally agree-I thought Wow,probably she has some spectacular inside
info-blah,blah,blah-unless you are completely sedentary and eat junk constantly-,don't waste
your money-I actually could have written a far greater reserve as I'm also an average Woman
looking to exercise as I age group but could have made it much more exciting Perfect when
you merely don't find out how to begin After a particular age you think you have all the
answers(and you may) but nonetheless something is keeping you from taking action to improve
your health to live the life you want. I believe the author actually hits the nail on the head in
her chapter on a Self Treatment Program. You may want to be kind to yourself before getting
tough on yourself. health knowledge. Her clients' encounters and her own will help you obtain
perspective on where you are today and encourage you to have practical expectations. I
recommend this book to everyone I speak to Purchased book on the day it arrived and read
this from cover to cover. I now recommend it to everyone I talk to. "Sexy, Lean and Solid After
50” is more than . It not really only gives a clear description of how health problems come
about, but step by step how exactly to recover true health and vitality. For any step that
seems personally challenging, Deb shows how exactly to gather the power and mindset to take
action.. The author covers all the things that I have been suffering through for several years
and provides proved the answers I need to return back to shape. Her suggestions is hard-
earned and her interest to inspire others shows up on every page. I'm getting off the Mad
Body Mountain! very helpful! I like the way the author makes it easy to understand why your
body reacts the way it can and how to correct it! Go Girl She hits the issue with great wisdom
Five Stars Very nice book. This is a great publication for getting your health back again on the
right track at any age and I can't await my friends to read it! It really is like having your very
own health and well-being coach usually at your finger tips. she breaks it down so i can
understand it and i can relate to her life tale. Dan Osso CHT Author “BrainTweak” You Can
Change Your Brain . "Sexy, Lean and Strong After 50” is more than a how to book for getting
in shape; it’s inspirational. Deb Dutcher gives you a full A-Z process for getting and staying fit
and bares her heart and soul of tragedies in her lifestyle that would make most people give up
themselves. She prospects, she inspires and will be offering hope for those who think there is non-
e.. (and men) who need to clear a route toward better healthier living history 60 Deb Dutcher'
has a powerful message for ladies (and men) who have to clear a route toward better
healthier living former 60. Great Information I found this book both enlightening and helpful.. I
highly recommend this publication to anyone who's struggling every day merely to escape bed.
If more people followed the author's advice, there would be much more people celebrating
"growing older" with renewed vigor. This is an incredible book for people of most ages This is
an amazing book for people of all ages. The author really goes in details on how life issues
can really are likely involved on our health and wellness and how someone will get trapped or
stuck there. The health and exercise part is particularly good. This is such a life changing book.
Great information! Answered a lot of my questions as I enter this stage of existence! Lots of
advice and practical solutions! I would definitely recommend this publication to other ladies
facing these challenges This is a book that's filled with practical advice throughout a amount
of time in a woman’s life which can be confusing Worth reading Whether you are happily
solitary, married, or divorced, or in case you are unhappily these things, this reserve could be a
good start to look at many key elements in your life and deal with them. She offers you step by
stage details on how to regain your life, feel amazing with a wholesome life at any age group.



Learning to put our health and wellness first throughout a stressful time is not an easy choice,
the writer is very candid about her previous struggles which I find refreshing and inspiring.
Incredibly helpful and relatable! easy read, very great info.. thank you for taking enough time
to share your life & And this book can help you get started with a positive strategy and step
by step plans. The Mad Body Mountain theory makes so very much sense! Must Read for
Women Practical and actionable advice for anybody!
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